Improving liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry determinations by modifying noise frequency spectrum between two consecutive wavelet-based low-pass filtering procedures.
This paper employs one chemometric technique to modify the noise spectrum of liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) chromatogram between two consecutive wavelet-based low-pass filter procedures to improve the peak signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio enhancement. Although similar techniques of using other sets of low-pass procedures such as matched filters have been published, the procedures developed in this work are able to avoid peak broadening disadvantages inherent in matched filters. In addition, unlike Fourier transform-based low-pass filters, wavelet-based filters efficiently reject noises in the chromatograms directly in the time domain without distorting the original signals. In this work, the low-pass filtering procedures sequentially convolve the original chromatograms against each set of low pass filters to result in approximation coefficients, representing the low-frequency wavelets, of the first five resolution levels. The tedious trials of setting threshold values to properly shrink each wavelet are therefore no longer required. This noise modification technique is to multiply one wavelet-based low-pass filtered LC-MS/MS chromatogram with another artificial chromatogram added with thermal noises prior to the other wavelet-based low-pass filter. Because low-pass filter cannot eliminate frequency components below its cut-off frequency, more efficient peak S/N ratio improvement cannot be accomplished using consecutive low-pass filter procedures to process LC-MS/MS chromatograms. In contrast, when the low-pass filtered LC-MS/MS chromatogram is conditioned with the multiplication alteration prior to the other low-pass filter, much better ratio improvement is achieved. The noise frequency spectrum of low-pass filtered chromatogram, which originally contains frequency components below the filter cut-off frequency, is altered to span a broader range with multiplication operation. When the frequency range of this modified noise spectrum shifts toward the high frequency regimes, the other low-pass filter is able to provide better filtering efficiency to obtain higher peak S/N ratios. Real LC-MS/MS chromatograms, of which typically less than 6-fold peak S/N ratio improvement achieved with two consecutive wavelet-based low-pass filters remains the same S/N ratio improvement using one-step wavelet-based low-pass filter, are improved to accomplish much better ratio enhancement 25-folds to 40-folds typically when the noise frequency spectrum is modified between two low-pass filters. The linear standard curves using the filtered LC-MS/MS signals are validated. The filtered LC-MS/MS signals are also reproducible. The more accurate determinations of very low concentration samples (S/N ratio about 7-9) are obtained using the filtered signals than the determinations using the original signals.